HOW TO MAKE
MONEY FROM
NOTHING !!!
What if you could use your computer to key in any
figure you wanted into other people’s accounts as a loan
to them and then demand that they pay back this
money - created from nothing – with interest on top.
If this sounds like a dodgy scam – then be prepared for
a shock. For this is exactly how private banks make
money from nothing – by just keying figures into
customer accounts. For when you take out a loan from
a private bank what you are really doing is giving the
bank permission to create the very money you borrow
from nothing – after which then claim it as theirs – and
demand you to give it back to them at interest!
To add insult to injury - if loans that private banks use
to ‘make money from nothing’ turn out to have been
too risky, then governments spend billions or even
trillions of pounds of our money to bail these banks out.
The banks on the other hand, begin to hoard their
money – no longer lending to individuals, small business
or even to each other, but raising bank charges and
interest rates and refusing mortgages.
Crazy, isn’t it?

YET THERE IS AN ALTERNATIVE – SEE OVERPAGE!

Today a totally unquestioned
MYTH dominates all economic
thinking. This is the myth that
a government’s spending power
depends either on raising taxes
or borrowing from Big Banks. As
a result of this myth both the
media and politicians of all parties peddle a BIG LIE.
This is the lie that the only way of reducing our ‘national
debt’ is through massive cuts in public spending and in
people’s incomes, pensions, public services, benefits etc.
In fact the real reason our country’s debt is so high is
because – like other countries – it long ago surrendered
a basic national right to international bankers. This is
the right of a nation to directly create and issue its own
publicly created money instead of (1) borrowing money
from private bankers and (2) using public money not
just to pay off the ever-spiralling interest on our debt to
them - but also spend trillions to bail out the Big Banks!

Yet THE TRUTH IS that if private banks both can and do
create MONEY FROM NOTHING (see overpage) then so
could states and governments - not as debt but as debtfree money and without borrowing from private banks.
END BAILOUTS AND BONUSES FOR BANSTERS!!!
CREATE DEBT-FREE MONEY FOR THE PEOPLE!!!
FIGHT TO FREE YOUR NATION FROM DEBT-SLAVERY
TO THE INTERNATIONAL BANKS!!!
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